Continuum transport model of Ogston sieving in patterned nanofilter arrays for separation of rod-like biomolecules.
This article proposes a simple computational transport model of rod-like short dsDNA molecules through a microfabricated nanofilter array. Using a nanochannel consisting of alternate deep wells and shallow slits, it is demonstrated that the complex partitioning of rod-like DNA molecules of different sizes over the nanofilter array can be well described by continuum transport theory with the orientational entropy and anisotropic transport parameters properly quantified. In this model, orientational entropy of the rod-like DNA is calculated from the equilibrium distribution of rigid cylindrical rod near the solid wall. The flux caused by entropic differences is derived from the interaction between the DNA rods and the solid channel wall during rotational diffusion. In addition to its role as an entropic barrier, the confinement of the DNA in the shallow channels also induces large changes in the effective electrophoretic mobility for longer molecules in the presence of EOF. In addition to the partitioning/selectivity of DNA molecules by the nanofilter, this model can also be used to estimate the dispersion of separated peaks. It allows for fast optimization of nanofilter separation devices, without the need of stochastic modeling techniques that are usually required.